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Does this sound familiar? You want to
stream a movie and end up spend-
ing most of your time clicking

through a disorganized sea of options, most
of which aren’t especially good, anyhow.
FilmStruck, a new subscription streaming
service to launch Wednesday by Turner
Classic Movies and the Criterion Collection
hopes to fill what’s been a giant void in the
supposedly glorious age of streaming. The
plentiful options on Netflix, Amazon and
Hulu (where Criterion was previously
housed) have been terrific for all kinds of
watching, just not great cinema. FilmStuck
doesn’t hope to compete with those giants,
which are busy building their own original
series and films while concentrating less on
offering robust libraries. Instead, TCM and
Criterion want to bring the art house, and
all the passion of movie love, into the 21st
century and your living room.

“We feel like it’s a vacuum that needs a
caretaker who cares,” says Jennifer Dorian,
general manager of TCM and FilmStruck.
“There’s a real need out there in the mar-
ketplace for film fans.” Executives for both
TCM and Criterion call their union “a love-
fest,” and the match is indeed a fitting one.
TCM, the 22-year-old cable network of
commercial-less Hollywood classics, and
Criterion, the 32-year-old purveyor of pris-
tine, supplement-stuffed DVD sets, have
both weathered continued change in
media and emerged all the stronger for
their steadfast dedication to movies. While
networks like AMC (“American Movie
Classics”) and IFC (“Independent Film
Channel”) have turned their focus to TV
series, TCM and Criterion have kept the
faith, and earned devoted followings
because of it. The partnership came togeth-
er because of their already close ties and
mutual respect. When word got to Turner
Classic that Criterion would be exiting its
home at Hulu, talks about creating a new
streaming platform began.

Movie lovers
“We had a great set-up at Hulu, especial-

ly given the time we started there,” says
Peter Becker, president of Criterion
Collection. “But that service was never built
from the ground up to be for movie lovers,
to highlight special editions, to be curated,
to highlight all kinds of stuff. There was
very little opportunity to speak to our audi-
ence in our own voice.” FilmStruck will be
available for $6.99 a month via
filmstruck.com , the Amazon Fire, Apple TV
and iOS and Android devices. It features
films from the vaults of major studios but
the focus of its about 500 rotating films is
more independent, international and con-
temporary. It’s more Kubrick and Kurosawa
than Doris Day and John Wayne.

TCM’s head of programming Charles
Tabesh will program FilmStruck, including a
rotating selection of Criterion titles. But on

Nov. 11, Criterion will debut its own chan-
nel on FilmStruck featuring all of its films,
about 1,200 titles that encompass a large
swath of film’s acknowledged master-
pieces. That will run $10.99 monthly or $99
for a year. What distinguishes FilmStruck,
though, isn’t just the quality of its films but
its expansive, rethought streaming experi-
ence. There’s a long list of searchable titles,
but FilmStruck and the Criterion Channel
are first and foremost curated experiences.
Films are organized into series, retrospec-
tives and essentials.

“This is what art-house theaters have
been doing around the country for the last
fifty years,” says Becker. “Why would we not
build on all the curatorial energy and ideas
that has been expended over all this time?”
There will be a Friday night double feature.
Another weekly night will match a short
with a feature. Filmmakers will be profiled
in documentaries, as will art house theaters
across the country. Cinephiles may also
drool over the array of special features - the
sort that populate Criterion Blu-rays - that
dot the service. You can listen to Martin
Scorsese and Francis Ford Coppola
expound on “The Thief of Bagdad” or watch
the Coen brothers with Barry Sonnenfeld
deconstruct their “Blood Simple” with the
kind of telestrators usually wielded by NFL
commentators.

Agile and nimble
“We find that this is a very satisfying

night at the movies,” says Becker. The
streaming landscape is increasingly crowd-
ed, not just by Amazon and Netflix but by
the likes of Fandor, Mubi, IndieFlix and
Warner Archive. Standing out - and con-
vincing viewers to add another monthly bill
- will be FilmStruck’s biggest challenge.
Dorian says their research suggests 15 mil-
lion could be willing to pay for FilmStruck.
It’s a bold gambit for Turner Classic, which
has been, as Dorian says with a knowing
smile, “very judicious in its changes over
the years.” “We get to try new stuff that we
haven’t tried in decades,” says Dorian. “I
hope we’re agile and nimble. Working in
software has been a total education.” 

It’s a leap for Criterion, too, which will for
the first time have its own digital play-
ground. The DVDs, Becker says, remain the
best image quality for their films, “but
there’s now a whole generation of people
who haven’t ever bought a disc.” 

The entire enterprise has the spirit of a
mission: Show the digital world what’s so
great about movies. At the FilmStruck
launch party in Manhattan, scenes from
classic films like Ingmar Bergman’s “The
Seventh Seal” were set up. Director George
Romero could be seen playing chess with
Death. “There’s never been a better time for
art-house film culture, with apologies to
the ‘60s,” says Becker. “It’s a crazy time to be
a film lover.” — AP

Despite the turbulence and terror sur-
rounding the July 15 attempted
coup in Turkey, the country’s film-

makers rose to new heights on the interna-
tional fest circuit. And even after the failed
coup, Turks have continued to win acco-
lades-most recently at the Venice Film
Festival,  where Reha Erdem won the
Horizon section’s Special Jury nod with his
fable-like “Big Big World.” As prominent film
industry multihyphenate Ahmet
Boyacioglu puts it, these titles “are all very
critical of Turkish society,” but “they are still
being made,” the film fest programmer, pro-
ducer, and promoter notes.

They were until recently, at least. Now
the hope is that the Turkish government’s
current crackdown against writers and aca-
demics who don’t toe its line won’t also
mean a muzzle on filmmakers and the top-
ics they depict such as the Turkish-Kurdish
conflict, which has always been a cinematic
hot potato. Variety looks at recent Turkish
arthouse standouts, all of which are playing
in Antalya’s national competition.

‘Rauf’
This melancholy coming-of-ager shows

from first-time directorial duo Baris Kaya
and Soner Caner, spotlights the Turkish-
Kurdish conflict through a child’s perspec-
tive. Set in a Kurdish village in northeastern
Turkey, it’s about a 9-year-old who gets
kicked out of a school where the nationalist
propaganda is part of the program. He
becomes a carpenter’s apprentice and falls

in love with his master’s 20-year-old daugh-
ter. “Rauf ” premiered in the Berlin Film
Festival’s Generation Kplus section to posi-
tive response, with critics noting it was
more suitable for adult audiences.

‘Album’ This impressive debut by
Mehmet Can Mertoglu is a social satire
about a couple who conceal an adoption by
staging a fake pregnancy with a phony pho-
to album, fearing the social stigma still asso-
ciated with infertility in Turkey. After making
a splash when it premiered in May in the
Cannes Critics’ Week, winning the section’s
Visionary Award, “Album” has gone on to
scoop the Heart of Sarajevo award for fea-
ture film at this year’s Sarajevo Film Festival.

‘Dust Cloth’
Another praiseworthy debut, Ahu Ozturk’s

“Dust Cloth” is an unsentimental drama about
two Kurdish women who work as cleaning
ladies and struggle to survive in contempo-
rary Istanbul where their ethnic origins are a
huge hindrance. After premiering in Berlin’s
Forum section in February, “Cloth” went on to
win kudos for local film, actress, and screen-
play at the Istanbul festival.

‘My Father’s Wings’
Yet another first work getting notice on

the fest circuit after bowing at Karlovy Vary,
this drama by Kivanc Sezer is set against
the backdrop of the current construction
frenzy in Istanbul, where workers of the lux-
ury high-rises have to contend with irregu-
lar wages and other hardships. — Reuters

This image released by Turner Classic Movies shows FilmStruck, a new subscription
streaming service displayed on multiple devices. — AP

FilmStruck aims
to bring the art house 
into your living room

Mel C says Geri Horner’s pregnan-
cy healed the Spice Girls rift.
The band was split into two

camps after Mel and Victoria Beckham
refused to join Mel B, Geri and Emma
Bunton for a reunion to celebrate the
group’s 20th anniversary but Mel C says
finding out Geri and her husband
Christian Horner are expecting a baby
made them come to their senses. She
told the Daily Star Sunday: “Thank God
Geri is pregnant because it’s made us go,
‘Oh my god, this is what’s really impor-
tant’. “Let’s face it, we are all in our 40s,
we are all mothers, we all have partners,
we all have careers. “Of course it’s been
awkward - relationships have their ups
and downs. “I haven’t spoken to Melanie
for a while though. It’s not that I’m not
speaking to her but I haven’t spoken to
her for a long time. “Some of my relation-
ships with some of the girls in the band
have been difficult at times but I will nev-
er not love them.” Mel C also insisted she
doesn’t hold Mel B’s recent comments,
where she jokingly called her and

Victoria Beckham “bitches” for not join-
ing the reunion, against her.  She said: “I
love Melanie but she is a little bit of a law
unto herself.  “She has her reasons but
whatever they are, I don’t know. I read
about the bitches comment. “I’ve done it
myself when you say something for
comedic value and it backfires. Or maybe
she does mean it.  But I ’ve nothing
against her.  Whatever. It’s fine.”

Turkish filmmakers dazzle
on the international stage

Cheryl Fernandez-Versini and Liam Payne have
been tipped to last. The couple have been dating for
less than a year but Louis Walsh, who starred with

Cheryl on ‘The X Factor’, believes the One Direction singer
is the best thing that ever happened to her and says he
makes her much happier than her estranged husband
Jean-Bernard Fernandez-Versini did. He told Event maga-
zine: “Can I be honest with you about Cheryl? I think Liam
and Cheryl are going to work... He’s a nice guy and he’s in
love with her.  He’ll make her happy. I think she was in a
bad place over the last two years. And she brought her mis-
ery to ‘The X Factor’.” Louis also believes Cheryl, 33, should
work with Liam, 23, on new music, hailing the One
Direction singer as a “great songwriter”. He said: “I think she
could have a hit if she wants but she has to choose the
right song. She’s no Mariah Carey or Celine Dion but I’d put
her voice in there along with Kylie Minogue, Britney Spears
or Katy Perry. She just needs the right songs. Maybe Liam
can write her some. He’s a good songwriter.” Although he
was full of praise for Liam’s songwriting skills, Louis
slammed the star and his bandmates as “monsters”, claim-
ing none of them will find solo success except for Harry
Styles. He said: “Too much money, too much success too
quickly. Simon Cowell created monsters and that was it.
They all think they’re going to be solo stars.  They’re not.
Only Harry. That’s it. Then they’ll be sorry they broke up
and it’ll be too late because there’s another boy band.
That’s what always happens in boy bands.”

Cheryl Fernandez-Versini 
and Liam Payne ‘so in love’

P!nk’s daughter has taken part in her
first BMX race.  Willow Sage Hart, five,
has been taking after her father and

retired motorcycle racer Carey Hart, and her
37-year-old mother - real name Alecia
Moore - took to Instagram on Saturday to
praise the tot on her “intensity”. Alongside a
picture of her daughter on her bike, the ‘So
What’ hitmaker wrote: “Willows first race. I
like her intensity. She reminds me of some-
one. This might have been Carey Harts’ Best
Day Ever. #stoked #thirdplace #podium
#proudpapa (sic)” Carey, 41, also shared his
thoughts on his daughter’s efforts, express-
ing his feelings as a “proud papa” on a photo
of Willow taking her place on the winner’s
podium as she secured a third place trophy.
He wrote: “Willz first race and got on the
box. I’m such a proud papa. The cycle resets
its self. I had a blast watching my little girl
enjoy what I did for so many years. Thank
you Willow for the amazing feeling. I love
you. @foxracing (sic)” The news of the young

girl’s early steps into racing come after the
beauty - who penned the track ‘Just Like
Fire’ for ‘Alice Through the Looking Glass’ -
revealed earlier in the year that she accept-
ed the song writing role on the movie
because Alice is an “awesome” role model.
She said: “What’s awesome about Alice is
the whole theme, from the start of the
movie, is: Girls can do it, too. She’s the cap-
tain of her own ship, but it takes her
femaleness to be that fierce, so that’s
another great [message] for our house. I try
to keep Willow as empowered as possible.”
Meanwhile, the ‘Just Like a Pill’ hitmaker
gushed about her love for Willow and con-
fessed that she has also become her little
muse.  She said: “She is my inspiration for
everything. I think of little girls like her when
I’m doing something like this because I want
it to be fun. I think of that spirit Willow has,
where she’s totally uninhibited and wants to
dance around naked, and that’s how I go
into the song.” — Bang Showbiz

P!nk’s daughter 
in BMX race

Johansson: Women 
should take more risks

Scarlett Johansson wants women to take more
risks.  The 31-year-old actress has accomplished a
lot in her two-decade-long career in the enter-

tainment industry, and she has now said wants other
women to start to “take risks”, without worrying about
failing.  Asked what advice she would give to young
women, the ‘Lucy’ star said: “I think I would say take
risks. Take risks and don’t be afraid to fail because the
upside of that is just so rewarding ... I’ve really built a
career on taking risks and sometimes it doesn’t pan out
but like I said, the upside has been hugely rewarding.”
And the ‘Captain America: Civil War’ actress also spoke
out about how having her two-year-old daughter Rose
- whom she shares with husband and journalist Romain
Dauriac - has been “transformative” for her, and she is
no longer “critical” of herself. She told reporters at
Variety’s Power of Women Luncheon: “I think turning
30, having a child and coming into my own in the kind
of creative space has been really transformative for me
in a lot of ways. I think just learning to be more accept-
ing of myself and be less harsh, less critical.” For Scarlett,
the idea of women progressing into positions of power
is something that she says happened naturally for her,
as she claims her 20 years in the field makes her one of
the most “experienced people in any given production”.
She said: “I think for me it’s been, it’s kind of a natural
progression.  I’ve been working as an actor for over 20
years and I think I find at this stage in my career I often
am probably one of the more experienced people in
any given production that I’m working on. I don’t mean
to toot my own horn, but it just comes with working for
such a long time.”

The ‘Victoria’ co-stars, both 30 - who play
Queen Victoria and Prince Albert in the
IT V drama - have reportedly been

secretly dating for almost a year and are now
viewing properties to buy together in North
London.  A source told the Mail on Sunday
that the couple have been looking at homes
in Hampstead and added: “Jenna has been
telling everyone she has fallen madly in love.
She and Tom are looking for a place to buy
together. “They have been keen to keep their
relationship under wraps. “ Their whole
courtship has been a bit cloak-and-dagger,
and they have been careful not to be pho-
tographed together.” And their chemistry has
been praised by Daisy Goodwin, who wrote
the ‘Victoria’ series.  She said: “Tom and Jenna
being so close makes it easier for them to
work together. They are very private about
their relationship.” Jenna and Tom reportedly
began dating after Jenna was linked to Prince
Harry last year.  A source said: “They’ve been
together for months, on and off since last
summer. “She chose to be with him even
though Prince Harry was very keen on her.
“The reason the chemistry is so tangible is
because they are dating in real life. The
scenes are very real. They are completely
hooked on one another.” And it has been
claimed that Prince Harry unwittingly played
matchmaker as his interest in Jenna made
Tom ask his co-star out. The insider explained:

“Ironically Harry is largely responsible for
them getting together. Jenna caught Harry’s
eye at the polo last year. They flirted and
spent the evening together and Harry took
her number and they saw each other a couple
of times. “Tom was also on the scene and
made it very clear that he wasn’t happy about
Harry making a move on Jenna. They got
together shortly afterwards.”

Mel C: ‘Geri’s pregnancy
healed Spice Girls rift’

Coleman and  Hughes
are moving in together


